Abstract-In order to assess service quality of a networked application (such as a streaming session), distributed monitoring servers need to continuously collect application-specific performance metrics in real time. Much of the previous work to address this is to use distributed aggregation tree (DAT) rooted at each monitor. However, this approach often leads to high monitoring delay and network stress. In this paper, we study a highly scalable monitoring network for distributed applications. In the network, there are distributed monitors collecting application performance in two steps: first, client applications report their performance to some proxies by means of a client overlay, and then the proxies report the performance to the distributed monitors using another proxy overlay. We first formulate the problem to construct overlays minimizing monitoring delay. The problem is shown to be NP-hard. Then, we present a simple, efficient, and scalable monitoring algorithm called SMon, which continuously reduces network diameter in real time in a distributed manner. Through simulations and actual experimental measurements with implementation, we show that SMon achieves low monitoring delay, network stress, and protocol overhead for distributed applications.
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INTRODUCTION
I N recent years we have witnessed the deployment of many large-scale distributed applications for file sharing, video-on-demand (VoD), Internet TV, voice over IP (VoIP), etc. For these applications, knowing their overall performance in real time provides important insight into user experience and network conditions. With such monitoring performance, the administrators can respond in an appropriate and timely manner to offer good service level or lower operating cost.
For example, if an unusually high packet delay, jitter, or loss is detected in a certain Internet domain, some routers or links may have failed. The local administrators can then respond by checking and fixing that. Another example is collecting real-time user loads at application servers. If the load of a server is getting high, the administrator may turn on some other servers to offer better quality of service. On the other hand, if its load is low, the server may be turned off, diverting the user traffic to some other servers to save operational cost. Yet another example is to estimate the number of concurrent users accessing a file or streaming session. Knowing such popularity in real time leads to better resource allocation (e.g., by tuning caching scheme and allocating bandwidth). Furthermore, if a high user churn rate is detected for an application in a certain Internet domain, the administrator may turn on some proxies to enhance network stability.
Given the importance of real-time monitoring, we consider in this paper how to efficiently collect performance statistics for large-scale applications (in terms of distribution, central tendency, statistical dispersion, etc.). A simple approach to achieve this is to use a centralized architecture, where all clients continuously feed back their performance to some monitoring or log servers, the so-called monitors. By pooling these feedbacks, the monitors can then summarize the overall performance. This approach, however, suffers from scalability problem because the monitor has to maintain large number of connections and may be overwhelmed by the volume of feedback traffic. Such "fan-in" approach to the monitors also leads to much network stress.
To scale to large group, recent work has used a peer-topeer approach to aggregate the performance metrics. The clients form a monitoring tree rooted at a monitor. Each client sends its performance metrics upstream to its parents for aggregation until the root is reached (i.e., each client is an aggregation point of its children toward the root).
1 Though these schemes are scalable, they often have not considered client fan out and monitoring delay in tree construction. Furthermore, a large-scale application may have multiple distributed monitors. Building a global aggregation tree for each of the monitors leads to problems in scalability and network stress. Because clients may churn (join, leave, or fail) at any time, forming independent global trees rooted at these monitors also make it difficult to isolate churns in one region from the others.
We propose a highly scalable and highly efficient monitoring network with multiple distributed monitors. To achieve scalability and to better isolate churn effects, the network consists of two tiers, the proxy tier and client tier. Performance is aggregated in two steps: first, clients feed back their measured statistics to the proxies via an overlay tree, then the proxies forward the statistics to the monitors using yet another overlay tree among themselves. Both clients and proxies have their own fan-out constraints due to their processing capability and bandwidth.
We consider the important problem of jointly optimizing the two tiers to minimize monitoring delay. We address this design issue through the followings:
. Problem formulation and its complexity analysis: After presenting the aggregation mechanism in this realtime multimonitor proxy-assisted monitoring network, we formulate our research problem, which is to minimize the network diameter (i.e., the worst case overlay delay from clients to monitors). We prove that the problem is NP-hard. . SMon: A distributed and adaptive algorithm for real-time monitoring: We propose a simple, distributed, and adaptive algorithm called SMon, which builds a lowdelay monitoring network in the presence of peer churns. 2 SMon continuously reduces monitoring delay by adjusting the peers into better positions in the overlay. It has constant runtime complexity due to a randomized algorithm. The protocol is guaranteed to converge, and adaptive to peer churns. . Simulation and experimental studies: We conduct extensive simulation on SMon. We show that SMon achieves substantially better performance as compared with recent approaches (in terms of delay, stress, etc.). Furthermore, we have implemented SMon. Experimental measurements on real Internet further confirm its adaptivity, effectiveness and low overhead. We briefly discuss previous work as follows: Research on monitoring has been focusing on constructing Distributed Aggregation Tree (DAT) (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). However, it has not considered the fan-out constraint of peers and how to minimize monitoring delay. Though some strong heuristics and approximation algorithms have been proposed to reduce the network diameter [7] , [8] , their centralized nature is not applicable to a large-scale dynamic network we consider here. There has been much work on distributed algorithms which may be used for network monitoring [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . However, they consider either a single-source or a single-tier network. The work of SplitStream constructs multiple multicast trees with structured peer-to-peer overlay, rather than a single overlay on an unstructured two-tier network as we considered here [12] . Given that the two tiers of our monitoring network are coupled, the work cannot be directly applied to solve our problem. Our work differs from network inference in that we are interested in the construction of overlay trees to study the performance of overlay nodes while network inference is to deduce underlay network performance from pairwise overlay path measurement [13] , [14] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first present the monitoring network under consideration and its problem formulation in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss how peer churns are handled in SMon. We describe in detail how SMon adaptively builds an overlay to reduce delay in Section 4. Illustrative simulation results is discussed in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6. The supplementary file, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS. 2012.60, contains more detailed literature survey, illustrations, and pseudocodes of the operations of SMon algorithms, NP-hardness proof of our problem, and more complete simulation and experimental results.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
System Description
We show in Fig. 1 the two-tier monitoring network under consideration. Multiple monitors distributed in the network are to collect global performance statistics. The proxy-tier consists of distributed proxies to aggregate statistics, while the client-tier consists of clients whose performance is to be monitored. The clients form an aggregation tree rooted at the proxies. The proxies form an efficient spanning tree among themselves to exchange their aggregated data from their clients. They forward the aggregated data in real time to the monitors attached to some proxies. The problem is to construct efficient overlays in both client and proxy tiers such that the monitoring delay (i.e., the maximum delay from the clients to monitors) is minimized. To address this, we need to answer two inter-related questions: 1) What should the optimal aggregation trees be for the client and proxy tiers? 2) Which clients are associated with which proxies, and which monitors are connected with which proxies? As in DAT, SMon makes use of data aggregation for efficient monitoring. We show an aggregation example in Fig. 1 . The number inside the rectangle denotes the performance metric of the client. For concreteness, let's take the summation as our example of aggregate function (i.e., the monitors are interested in the sum of the metric in the whole network). 3 A client first sends its measured metric upstream to its parent for aggregation until a proxy is reached. For ease of route maintenance, the proxies form a spanning tree among themselves to further aggregate their metrics. This is done by sending to an outgoing link the 2. In this paper, a "peer" refers to either a monitor, proxy, or client.
3. Note that some other more complex aggregation functions may be used, such as grouping, filtering, etc. aggregated data from all the other links in the tree. Finally, the proxy with attached monitor(s) further sends the aggregated metric to the monitors.
Clearly, the monitoring delay is the sum of two parts: 1) the delay from a client to its proxy through the aggregation tree in the client-tier; and 2) the delay from that proxy to the monitors (in the proxy-tier) through the spanning tree. We study how to minimize the worst case delay (i.e., diameter) subject to degree bounds of the clients and proxies (the maximum connections it can establish with other peers). This is not a trivial problem as the two tiers are coupled; simply considering the two tiers independently would not lead to optimal solution.
Problem Formulation and Its Complexity
We now formulate the research problem of minimizing the diameter of the monitoring overlay. Let M, P, and C the disjoint sets of all the monitors, proxies, and clients, respectively. We model the two-tier overlay network as an undirected graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ, where V is the set of vertex representing all the participating nodes given by
and E is the set of overlay edges. Let t 2 fIP; C Cg be either the proxy-tier (IP) or client-tier (C C). For any node v 2 V , let its degree in t be d t ðvÞ and its maximum degree (degree bound) in t be d t max ðvÞ, i.e.,
Let l ij be the latency of the edge i; j h i 2 E. Let IRðu; vÞ be the route from node u to node v in the two-tier overlay tree. Denote the delay from node u to node v along IRðu; vÞ as Dðu; vÞ given by Dðu; vÞ ¼ X i;j h i2IRðu;vÞ
Define ðvÞ the worst case delay from node v to any monitor m given by
The Degree-Bounded Minimum-Delay Two-Tier Overlay (DBMDTTO) Problem: The DBMDTTO problem is to build a two-tier overlay tree T of G, which minimizes the worse case client-to-monitor delay, i.e., min max c2C ðcÞ; ð5Þ subject to (2) . The DBMDTTO problem is NP-hard. Please see the supplementary file, available online, for the proof.
HANDLING PEER DYNAMICS IN SMON
Given the problem is NP-hard, we propose a simple, distributed and effective algorithm called SMon for realtime monitoring. In this section, we first present the notations and terminologies used in the discussion of SMon. Then, we discuss how SMon handles peer churns, i.e., joins, leaves, or failures. Illustrative examples and pseudocodes of the schemes can be found in the supplementary file, available online.
Notations and Terminology
Let T ðV ; E T Þ be the entire overlay tree constructed out of GðV ; EÞ, where E T E. Denote T i;j h i (or T j;i h i ) the partial tree of T that contains proxy j (or i) after the removal of the overlay link i; j h i. Clearly,
Further, let M i;j h i , P i;j h i , and C i;j h i be the sets of all the monitors, proxies, and clients, respectively, in T i;j h i . Let ÁðpÞ be the worst case delay from proxy p to all the monitor(s) directly attached to it, which is given by
Clearly, from (4), ÁðpÞ ðpÞ; 8p 2 P. Further, define i;j h i ðvÞ the worst case delay from node v to any monitor in T i;j h i given by
Let T v be the partial tree of T in client-tier rooted at v. Let ÀðvÞ be the worst case delay from any client c in T v to node v, as given by
Define ðpÞ the worst case delay from any client in T to proxy p, which can be written as
Clearly, ÀðpÞ ðpÞ; 8p 2 P. Further define i;j h i ðpÞ the worst case delay from any client in T i;j h i to proxy p:
Consider all the client-to-monitor aggregation paths that pass through proxy p. There can be two exclusive cases to consider: 1) the client is in T p ; and 2) the client is not in T p . Clearly, the worst case delay of the paths in Case 1 is given by
while the worst case delay of the paths in Case 2 is given by max q: 8q2P; p;q h i2ET
We define ÅðpÞ the worst case delay of all the client-tomonitor aggregation paths that pass through proxy p, which is given by 
We show in Fig. 2 an example of the above symbols (see Table 1 for nomenclature). In Fig. 2, the 
Monitor Churns
A joining monitor should connect to a proxy neighbor that leads to low delay from all the clients. As in many distributed systems such as peer-to-peer networks, there is a Rendezvous Point (RP) in the network, which is essential to bootstrap the joining process. The RPs in SMon are well-known servers performing different functions as suitable for monitors, proxies, and clients. All peers should know the RPs. Note that the RP load is low as it is only connected at the join times of requests.
A new monitor m receives from RP a random list of proxies as the potential proxy neighbors. It may seek more potential neighbors through gossip. After receiving the candidates, the monitor requests ðpÞ of each of the potential proxy neighbor p and evaluates ððpÞ þ l pm Þ. After computing the delays, m connects to the proxy neighbor p with available degree and with the lowest ððpÞ þ l pm Þ.
When a monitor is about to leave, it informs its attached proxy. Upon detecting a monitor has left, the proxy it attached to updates its set of neighbors. The failure of a monitor is detected by its absence of heart-beat. In this case, the proxy it attached to also updates its set of neighbors.
Client Churns
An arriving client should connect to a parent that leads to low delay to all the monitors. A new client c receives from RP a random list of proxies and clients as its potential parents. Client c then requests ðvÞ from each of the potential parent v and evaluates ððvÞ þ l cv Þ with respect to each of them. The client may request more peers in a gossip manner. After computing the delays, c connects to the parent v with available degree of the lowest ððvÞ þ l cv Þ.
When a client is about to leave, it initiates a leave message to its parent, asking the parent to update its set of children. It also sends a message to all its children, asking them to look for new parents. The repair process of the children is two-phase. First, they will try to connect to their grandparent. If the first phase fails (due to, for example, their grandparent does not have available degree), they will start the join process.
In order to ensure connectivity in the join process, each of the clients maintains a Root-Path that begins from its root proxy toward itself. 4 Keeping the Root-Path is important because in the rejoin process, a peer in the potential-parent list returned by RP may be a descendant of the repairing client. A loop will exist if a client takes its descendant as its parent. The repairing client eliminates looping (hence overlay disconnection) in the rejoin process by examining whether the Root-Path of the potential parents contains its own identity or not.
Note that the length of the Root-Path of a node is the same as its depth in the monitoring tree. The tree in steady state is very close to a complete tree as SMon effectively utilizes the available degrees of nodes to form a low-delay overlay. As a result, the tree depth, and hence the maximum length of Root-Path, is Oðlog nÞ. It is clear that the memory and traffic overhead to keep the Root-Path updated is low.
A client may fail at anytime. To handle this, each client regularly sends its heartbeat to its parent and children. When a client finds its parent fails, it looks for a new parent using the repair process. On the other hand, when it finds some of its children fail, it updates its set of children.
Proxy Churns
A newly arrived proxy should look for a proxy neighbor that leads to low delay to all the monitors. A new proxy p receives a random list of potential proxy neighbors from RP. It then requests ðqÞ of each of the potential proxy neighbor q and evaluates ððqÞ þ l pq Þ with respect to each of them. It may get more candidates through gossip. After computing 
When a proxy is about to leave, it initiates a leave message to all of its monitor neighbors, proxy neighbors, and client children, asking them to rejoin the network. To guarantee connectivity in the spanning tree after the rejoin process, we put a special node in the proxy-tier network, termed virtual root, which acts as the root of proxy-tier (note that the virtual root may be colocated with the RP). The virtual root connects to exactly one of the proxies and will not leave the network (like RP). The only responsibility of the virtual root is to send the Root-Path that contains its identity to its proxy neighbor p. Proxy p will then concatenate its identity to the Root-Path and send to its proxy neighbors. By doing so, we can maintain an unidirectional path in the proxy-tier, and thus the repairing proxy can eliminate looping (hence overlay disconnection) in the rejoin process. The operation of how proxies handle neighbor failures is similar to that of clients.
ADAPTATION TO REDUCE DELAY IN SMON
The monitoring network should keep evolving over time to accommodate peer churns by continuously moving peers into better position through adaptation to reduce delay. Each peer in SMon periodically runs an adaptation algorithm. An adaptation is performed if and only if it reduces the worst case source-to-end delay. As will be clear in the following, the cost of dynamic adaptation is bounded by the degree of each peer. As the maximum degree of each peer is a constant, our adaptation algorithms achieve constant-time complexity (i.e., Oð1Þ).
It worths pointing out here that our focus is on overlay to monitor performance (i.e., the control plane). The plane is independent of and separated from data distribution (i.e., the data plane). The planes may treat each other as background traffic and handle errors independently. For performance monitoring, the control plane does not have to be 100 percent reliable, i.e., occasional packet losses due to adaptation may be tolerated or recovered through retransmissions with best effort. In the following, we discuss how the monitors, proxies, and clients adapt to achieve low monitoring delay. We prove the convergence of the algorithms in the supplementary file, available online.
Monitor Adaptation
A monitor m, attached to a proxy p, periodically requests ðqÞ, where q is the proxy neighbors of p. It evaluates ððqÞ þ l mq Þ. The monitor replaces the proxy with the lowest delay.
Proxy Adaptation
A proxy p periodically broadcasts a Migration Request Message (MRM) to its proxy neighbors with a time to live (TTL) value, which is decremented by 1 each time it is forwarded until it hits 0. When a proxy q with available degree receives MRM, it replies p with a GRANT message, which is a tuple of p;r h i ðqÞ; p;r h i ðqÞ; l pq , where r is p's onehop proxy neighbor.
Proxy p may receive a number of GRANT messages. For each replier q, proxy p considers a new two-tier overlay tree constructed by replacing the overlay link p; r h i with the overlay link p; q h i, and calculates ÅðpÞ for the overlay tree according to (14) using the tuple. The proxy neighbor that yields the smallest ÅðpÞ is chosen as the new neighbor.
Client Adaptation
There are two adaptation cases for clients: Grandparent Migration where a client chooses its grandparent as its better parent, and Proxy Migration where a client chooses a better proxy to associate with. Both cases aim at pushing clients closer to monitors to reduce delay subject to the degree bounds. They are discussed below:
. Grandparent Migration:
A client c sends a migration request to its grandparent d. The grandparent d with available degree adopts client c as its child if this reduces the delay from c toward monitors, i.e., client c leaves its current parent and connects to d if
and l cd þ ðdÞ < ðcÞ:
If d does not have available degree to perform the above step, it "triggers" one of its children to seek for a new parent so as to free itself up for client c. The clients being affected in this case are c and the triggered client. Clearly, the worst-case client-to-monitor delay of the affected clients before adaptation is max ðcÞ þ ÀðcÞ; ðeÞ þ ÀðeÞ
where e is the triggered client. Client d will trigger its child e that has the smallest ðl ed þ ÀðeÞÞ to seek for a new parent to achieve a much balanced overlay tree. Note that if e is the parent of c, c will leave e in the adaptation. Therefore, in this case ÀðeÞ becomes
Child e will seek for a parent that yields the smallest client-to-monitor delay from a set consisting of d's children and c. This triggering will be performed if and only if the worse case client-tomonitor delay of the affected clients after adaptation is lower than (17). . Proxy Migration:
A client c, given its parent is a proxy p, requests from each of p's proxy neighbors with available degree labeled as qðqÞ and evaluates ðl cq þ ðqÞÞ. Client c leaves its current parent and connects to proxy q if this reduces the delay toward monitors, i.e., it switches if
and l cq þ ðqÞ < ðcÞ:
If q does not have available degree to perform the above step, it may trigger one of its children to seek for a new parent so as to free itself up for client c. The clients being influenced in this case are c and the triggered client and their descendants. The worst case client-to-monitor delay of the influenced clients before adaptation is (17). The selection of the triggered client and its new parent are the same as that of the case of Grandparent Migration. This trigger case will be performed if and only if the worst case client-to-monitor delay of the influenced clients after adaptation is lower than (17). Clients only migrate to their grandparent (found in their Root-Path) to reduce the monitoring delay and the maintenance overhead on the list of potential parents. Note that it is possible for a client to connect to a parent that is not in its current path to the root monitor. This is the case when the client is a direct child of a proxy and it finds a better parent in one of the neighbors of the proxy.
ILLUSTRATIVE SIMULATION RESULTS
We have conducted extensive simulation and experimental studies on SMon. This section presents our simulation results. The experimental results on our implementation of SMon are shown in the supplementary file, available online.
Simulation Environment and Metrics
We have implemented an event-driven simulation on SMon using C++. We use Brite [15] to generate a two-level topdown hierarchical topology consisting of eight autonomous systems each of which has 625 routers (yielding a total of 5,000 routers and about 20,000 links). Brite also provides us link latency in millisecond. Peers are attached to the routers randomly. Proxies and clients arrive according to a Poisson process with rate p (request/minute) and c (request/ minute), respectively. The sojourn time of the proxies and clients are exponentially distributed with mean 1= p (minutes) and 1= c (minutes), respectively. Clearly, the number of proxies and clients in the system is Poisson with mean p = p and c = c , respectively [16] . Unless otherwise stated, we use the following baseline parameters: p ¼ 0:2 request/minute, 1= p ¼ 100 minutes, c ¼ 20 request/minute, 1= c ¼ 40 minutes, proxy-tier degree bound ¼ 10, client-tier degree bound ¼ 5, number of monitors ¼ 3, adaptation interval ¼ 1 minute, TTL ¼ 4, and processing delay per hop ¼ 30 msec.
We use the following evaluation metrics in our study:
. Monitoring delay: Monitoring delay is the path delay from a client to a monitor. We are interested in its maximum (i.e., diameter), average, and distribution among all the clients.
. Network stress: Network stress is defined as the average number of connections established in an used underlay link. . Network overhead: Network overhead is defined as the average number of request messages in adaptation sent in the network per unit time (including those flooded ones). We compare SMon performance with the following traditional and recent schemes:
. Random-tree: In this scheme, the clients form a tree rooted at a proxy by connecting to a random parent subject to their degree bounds. The proxies form another spanning tree among themselves by connecting to a random neighbor subject to the degree bounds. The scheme is simple to implement, and may approximate many DAT approaches making use of DHT. . Multi-DAT: In this scheme, the proxies in the proxytier form multiple DATs, each of which rooted at a monitor. We use closest parent scheme for our overlay construction. Newly arrived peers choose parents that are closest to them, subject to the degree bound. This scheme is simple, and captures locality of the peers. . STS: In this scheme, the clients form a DAT rooted at the proxies using closest parent scheme. The scheme builds the proxy-tier network using Shared Tree Streaming (STS) protocol [10] . STS has been shown to achieve low network diameter.
Illustrative Results
We plot in Fig. 3 the maximum monitoring delay (i.e., diameter) against the number of clients. We increase the number of clients by increasing 1= c (as the expected number of clients in the system is c = c ). The delay in all schemes increases with the number of clients. This is expected due to a larger overlay. SMon outperforms the other three schemes because its peers continuously move into better positions in the overlay so as to reduce the monitoring delay. Both Multi-DAT and STS do not perform so well as SMon, because they have not considered joint optimization of proxy tier and client tier as SMon does. Random-Tree performs the worst because it has many long aggregation paths. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the monitoring delay of the four schemes is shown in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the delay of SMon is lower than the other three schemes. This shows the effectiveness of the adaptation mechanism in reducing delay of SMon. Moreover, the variation of the delay of SMon is lower than the other three schemes as it has lower spread in delay. We plot in Fig. 5 the network stress against the number of clients. The stress in all schemes increases as the number of clients increases. This is because the number of connections increases when the network size increases. SMon outperforms the other three schemes as the number of clients increases. This is because in SMon, peers continuously move into better positions in the overlay. This eliminates many long connections and saves much bandwidth in the network. More efficient routing leads to lower network stress. Multi-DAT builds multiple DATs each for a monitor overlapping each other, hence has a higher stress than STS. The stress in Random Tree is the highest, because the connections are made randomly with some physical links may be used multiple times by different peers.
We plot in Fig. 6 the network diameter against the degree bound of the client-tier. The delay in all schemes decreases as the degree bound increases. This is because a larger bound yields a flatter overlay, therefore lowering the delay. The delay of SMon is substantially lower than the others as SMon better utilizes the available degrees of peers to reduce delay.
We plot in Fig. 7 network overhead against number of clients. The overhead increases with the number of clients, because the more the clients, the more the messages are introduced into the network. The overhead of SMon is low, which can be illustrated by picking a point in the graph. Take 800 clients, which means a total of 19.5 message/second. Assume the control message is of size 8 kb (a reasonable estimate). Then each client generates on average (19.5 message/second/800 Â 8 kb ) ¼ 0:195 kb/second overhead.
Because the control traffic shares the same paths on the overlay tree as monitoring traffic, it has a stress of 1.2 (see Fig. 5 ); each used underlay link hence has only on average (0.195 kb/second Â 1:2Þ ¼ 0:234 kb/second control traffic overhead. This is negligible as compared with the data rate and monitoring traffic of the application.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied a highly scalable real-time monitoring network with multiple monitors for large-scale applications. Our monitoring network uses data aggregation and consists of two tiers, the proxy tier and client tier. In the proxy tier, multiple proxies are set up to isolate peer churns. In the client tier, distributed clients form an overlay tree to aggregate their performance data.
We have studied minimizing the monitoring delay of this network. We first formulate the problem and prove that it is NP-hard. We then propose and study a simple, efficient, and distributed algorithm called SMon, which continuously reduces the monitoring delay in the presence of peer churns. Our simulation results show that SMon indeed achieves substantially lower delay and network stress than existing and state-of-the-art approaches. It also has low-communication overhead. We have implemented SMon and our experimental measurements further confirm its adaptivity and effectiveness. 
